COT Security Alert – Malicious Email Attachment
COT Security has received reports of state government email inboxes receiving spam emails that have
malicious attachments. Some of the reports show users are forwarding the emails to others for assistance
when they are unable to open the attachment.
Currently, the subject line on the malicious emails is “NCIJTF Security Policy” and the attachment is named
“Questionaire.docx.zip”.
End users are reminded to:
 Never open attachments in suspicious emails, even if they are from a known sender. The
sender could be forwarding something harmful or may have unknowingly disclosed their
credentials to malicious entities.
 Never forward suspicious emails to other users. Report them to the Commonwealth Service
Desk (CommonwealthServiceDesk@ky.gov). A suspicious email is an email that cannot be
verified to be legitimate and entices the recipient to take an action that could disclose
confidential information (such as logon credentials) or which could harm their computer or the
network.
 Verify the purpose and intention of suspicious emails that are from people you know by
contacting them directly and NOT by replying directly to the email.
 Never verify an email’s legitimacy using any information within the email itself, such as by
calling an included phone number.
A screenshot of the malicious email is shown below.

Notice: COT is providing this information so that you are aware of current security threats, vulnerabilities or preventive actions that may affect state government
resources. If you suspect you have become victim to a security threat, please contact CommonwealthServiceDesk@ky.gov.
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may be unlawful. If you have received this communication in error, please return it to the sender, delete the communication and destroy any copies.
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